2003 German
Higher – Listening/Writing
Finalised Marking Instructions

Higher German – Paper 2 Listening
Question/Acceptable answers
1.

Unacceptable answers

What kind of relationship does Lisa have with her parents?

2 points

*

she gets on well with them
they get on well (together)
they have a good relationship
(a) good (one)

they have a close relationship
they have an open relationship

*

she can talk/speak to them about (almost) everything/all
sorts of things/problems
she can discuss problems with them

omission of can:
they talk about everything
omission of to them:
she can tell everything

*

they do not fight a lot / (very) often
they hardly ever argue
there are few arguments
there are not many/much arguments
there are rarely ever fights at home

they have little arguments
they have a few arguments
they have no arguments
they never argue
there is no shouting

they used to fight about staying out

Acceptable/Markers’ Notes

(any 2 from 3)
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there is little conflict ✓

Question/Acceptable answers
2.

(a)

What are the family’s arrangements for housework?

Unacceptable answers

Acceptable/Markers’ Notes

2 points

* everyone + specific chore

they all do their own washing
someone does x, someone else
does y

everyone hangs out the washing
everyone helps to hang out the washing

hang up instead of hang out ✓

any answer with she or Lisa e.g.
she does the washing

everyone empties the dishwasher
they all take turns to empty the dishwasher

everyone loads the dishwasher

* everyone does his/her own ironing
they all (have to) do their own ironing

everyone helps with the washing
and ironing
she does her own ironing
she hangs up the clothes

(b)

How does Lisa earn money from household chores?

1 point
she helps her Dad iron
she irons his shirts
she does the ironing

* she irons her dad’s shirts
she does Dad’s ironing
she irons Dad’s things
she irons for her Dad
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they all do their own washing and
ironing = 1 point ✓

Question/Acceptable answers
3.

(a)

How strict were Lisa’s parents a year ago about her
coming home?

Unacceptable answers

Acceptable/Markers’ Notes

1 point

* she had to be home
by/for/before 12/midnight
they wanted her home

Any answer which does not
mention exact time:
e.g. she was not allowed to come
in when she wanted
not very strict negates otherwise
correct answer:
e.g. not very strict, she had to be
in by 12

(b)

In what way has their attitude changed?

1 point

* she can come home when she wants/pleases
she can come and go when she wants

they are less strict
she has more freedom

* they (just) want to know when she will be back/where
she is going
(any 1 from 2)

4.

When does Lisa like to be treated like a child?

they don’t ask where she has
been

1 point

* when she is not well/unwell/sick/ill
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she has to tell them … ✓

Question/Acceptable answers
5.

(a)

What did her parents not allow her to do two years ago?

Unacceptable answers
1 point

* go on holiday with friends (plural)

(b)

Why did they do this?

Acceptable/Markers’ Notes

friend
boy friend

1 point
people/others too young

* leader(s)/rep(s)/courier(s)/organiser(s)/people at the
place too young
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tutors/instructors ✓

Question/Acceptable answers
5.

(c)

What is her parents’ attitude to her drinking?

Unacceptable answers

Acceptable/Markers’ Notes

2 points

* they don’t want/like her to drink too much
it’s OK as long as she doesn’t drink too much/to
excess
they only want her to drink in moderation
they are OK with it as long as she doesn’t go
overboard with it

she is not allowed to drink too
much
not to drink too much
they are worried/concerned that
she’d drink too much
they think that she drinks too
much
they do not like her drinking
they do not agree with it
they don’t mind her having one
drink
they don’t want her to drink very
much/a lot/lots
they don’t want her to get too
drunk

* they trust her not to do this/though
but they trust her
they trust that she is responsible enough
they trust her to be sensible/not to be stupid/not to get
drunk

they trust her + misunderstanding
e.g. they trust her but they know
she drinks a lot
… as long as she is responsible
she is allowed to, but warned not
to drink too much
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Answers such as these should be
given 1 mark out of 2:
they trust her with drink/not to
drink too much

Question/Acceptable answers
6.

How wide is her circle of friends?
*

(she) has friends from school/schoolfriends

*

friends who work/who are no longer at school/who
have left school
working friends

Unacceptable answers
2 points

friends from outside school
friends from work
friends she works with
friends who do not go to the
same school
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Acceptable/Markers’ Notes

Question/Acceptable answers
7.

What does Lisa feel is very important in her friendships?

Unacceptable answers
2 points

* they are there/always have time for each other
she can go to them (at any time)
they can come to her/to each other (at any time)
they can come to her with a problem/to talk

they are always there
they can come and see her
they come round to your house
they will give you help when you
need it

* she can talk to them about anything/everything/stuff/
things/their problems
they can talk /being able to talk to each other about …

you can talk to each other/them

* she can trust them/they can trust her …
… not to pass on what she tells them/not to break
confidences/that they won’t tell secrets/not to say
anything/not to repeat it
(any 2 from 3)

should be able to trust one
another
trust on its own
mutual trust
trust them not to talk about her
behind her back
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Acceptable/Markers’ Notes

Question/Acceptable answers
8.

Give two pieces of information about Lisa’s best friend.
*

Unacceptable answers
2 points

Lisa has known her/they have been friends since nursery
school/pre-school/play-group/play-school/Kindergarten

primary school
since they were really small

they met in nursery school etc.

*

she lives two houses away from her/right beside her/
next to her
they are neighbours
she is a neighbour/her next-door neighbour

(directly) opposite (her)
200 metres away
she lives in the (same)
neighbourhood
she lives near her
she lives in the same street

*

she goes to a different/another school

Any answer giving conflicting
information, e.g.
They go to the same school and
see each other every day

they see each other/meet/Lisa sees her every day

(any 2 from 3)
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Acceptable/Markers’ Notes

Question/Acceptable answers
9.

(a)

Unacceptable answers

What problem did her use of the telephone cause in the
past?

1 point

* father/dad complained/moaned about/was unhappy
/angry about/didn’t like the size of the phone bill /the
cost of the phone

the phone bill was huge/ large/
expensive
her father could not afford the
bill
she used it far too much
she ran up a large bill
dad was unhappy about how
often she used the phone

* dad said the bill was too expensive
(any 1 from 2)

(b)

Why is this no longer such a problem?

1 point

* she has a mobile/her own phone
she texts
she uses e-mail

they have a second line

Total 20 Marks
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Acceptable/Markers’ Notes

